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Abstract 
 

Relational agents—computational artifacts designed to build and maintain long-
term social-emotional relationships with users—may provide an effective interface 
modality for older adults. This is especially true when the agents use simulated face-to-
face conversation as the primary communication medium, and for applications in which 
repeated interactions over long time periods are required, such as in health behavior 
change. In this article we discuss the design of a relational agent for older adults that 
plays the role of an exercise advisor, and report on the results of a longitudinal study 
involving 21 adults aged 62 to 84, half of whom interacted with the agent daily for two 
months in their homes and half who served as a standard-of-care control. Results indicate 
the agent was accepted and liked, and was significantly more efficacious at increasing 
physical activity (daily steps walked) than the control.    
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Executive Summary 
Relational agents are computational artifacts designed to build and maintain long-

term social-emotional relationships with users. In this work, the agent takes the form of 
an animated character that simulates face-to-face conversation with users, so that both 
verbal and nonverbal relationship-building behavior can be used. Such agents are 
hypothesized to be effective in applications in which human-human relationships are 
crucial to task outcomes, such as in health care, counseling, and education.  

Relational agents are also thought to be especially effective in interactions with 
older adult users. Simulated face-to-face conversation with an animated character 
provides older adults with a familiar and non-threatening interface. Furthermore, when 
the agent uses relationship-building behaviors users become more engaged over the long 
term, they may adhere more to the agent’s recommendations, and they may feel less 
socially isolated. 

In this study a relational agent was developed that plays the role of an exercise 
advisor that interacts with users on a daily basis for two months to motivate them to 
exercise more through walking. The agent uses synchronized synthetic speech and 
nonverbal behavior to talk to users, while users select their utterances from a 
dynamically-updated multiple-choice menu. Dialog was scripted using augmented 
transition networks to provide variability in conversational content on every day of the 
intervention to keep users engaged. Relationship-building behavior included empathy, 
social dialog, meta-relational dialog, and nonverbal immediacy behavior (displays of 
liking and engagement). A persistent memory of past conversations was kept and referred 
to by the agent to give users a sense of continuity and increasing common ground in their 
relationship with the agent. The dialogs were developed to portray an evolution of the 
user-agent relationship from stranger to friend over a fixed trajectory based on number of 
interactions. 

The agent was deployed on touch touch-screen input computers provided to users 
in their homes for the efficacy study. The study compared those who interacted with the 
agent to a group of users who were given pedometers and educational pamphlets. 
Measures included steps walked per day (using pedometers), questionnaires assessing 
loneliness and well-being, and post-intervention semi-structured interviews.  

Twenty-one subjects were recruited into the study, average age 74, 86% female, 
76% African American, 77% overweight or obese, 86% low reading literacy, and only 
29% reported using computers on a regular basis. Results indicate the overall system was 
very easy to learn and use, that the agent was accepted and liked, and was effective at 
establishing a social bond with most users. The intervention group performed 
significantly more walking over the intervention period than the control group (p=.004). 
No significant differences between the groups were found on loneliness and well-being.  

The results indicate that Relational Agent interfaces may be an effective form of 
human-computer interface for older adults with low computer literacy, especially for 
health education and behavior change applications.  
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1. Introduction  
 

Between 2010 and 2030 the number of older adults in the United States is 
projected to more than double, with the overall fastest growing segment being those age 
85 and older (Services, 1991). This shift in US demographics towards an older society 
has motivated a growing body of research in human-computer interaction for older adults 
over the last decade. While some studies have found that older adults embrace new 
technology, others have concluded that many older adults have significant problems 
using standard computer interfaces. The burden of physical and cognitive impairments in 
this age group may explain some of the difficulties older adults have using computers. 
Computer anxiety may also be one of many factors that have led to a low adoption rate of 
computers by older adults. As a group, adults age 55 and over own fewer computers than 
any other adult age group. Only 25.8% of senior households have a computer compared 
to 46.0%-54.9% for adults aged 25-54. Access to the Internet lags as well: 14.6% of all 
senior households have Internet access compared to 30.1%-35.0% for adults aged 25-54 
(Administration, 1999).  
 

Embodied conversational agents (ECAs)—animated computer characters that 
simulate face-to-face conversation with users (Cassell, Sullivan, Prevost, & Churchill, 
2000)—may constitute an especially effective form of human-computer interface for 
older adults. One skill that many older adults retain, even with significant cognitive 
impairment, is the ability to engage in face-to-face conversation. This primal form of 
interaction is learned in infancy and early childhood and comprises tacit, crystallized 
knowledge in older adulthood. The ability to engage others is thus available even when 
individuals have difficulty learning new interfaces that require more adaptive, “fluid” 
intelligence (Horn, 1982). Face-to-face dialog is multimodal. It incorporates a wide range 
of nonverbal and paraverbal behavior to carry semantic content redundantly with speech, 
enabling individuals with impairments in some channels (e.g. hearing) to compensate by 
attending to redundant information in other channels (e.g. hand gesture). Face-to-face 
dialog also has well-established repair mechanisms that enable listeners to request 
repetition or clarification by a speaker (e.g., communicated by the absence of grounding 
behavior such as a headnod (Clark & Krych, 2004)). Finally, this form of interaction has 
mechanisms for constraining the interactants’ focus of attention (Grosz & Sidner, 1986). 
This focus is important for older adults who have difficulty dividing their attention or 
dealing with distractions common in current windows-based interfaces (Hartley, 1992).  
 

In addition to task-oriented conversations that ECAs can hold with users, we feel 
that incorporating social, emotional and relational aspects of face-to-face interaction into 
a computer agent is also crucial for agents designed to interact with older adults, 
especially over long periods of time. A significant amount of research over the last three 
decades has demonstrated the importance of social support on health and well-being in 
the elderly (Berkman & Glass, 2000; Berkman & Syme, 1979). In addition, studies across 
many disciplines of human helping have demonstrated the significant positive effects of a 
high-quality relationship between the helper and the helped on therapeutic outcomes 
(Horvath & Symonds, 1991). Assuming these effects hold for human-computer 
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relationships, an ideal interface agent for older adults in helping tasks should use 
relationship-building and maintenance behaviors in addition to being a competent 
conversationalist, which comprises a kind of interface we refer to as a “relational agent”.  
 

Such interfaces move beyond the paradigm of computer as tool, to make systems 
that are delightful and engaging so that users want to use them over and over again, and 
that they will trust and really care about, as well as feel cared for by them (Bickmore & 
Picard, 2004; Cassell & Bickmore, 2003). Although many studies of social and embodied 
agents have shown these effects in brief interactions (Dehn & Mulken, 2000), an 
important question raised by this research is whether these results are durable or not; that 
is, they may simply be the result of a novelty effect that quickly wears off. Indeed, this 
raises the question of which of the many studies on social interfaces (such as those in the 
Media Equation (Reeves & Nass, 1996)) would have the same outcomes if they were 
conducted over multiple interactions. Relational agents in helping applications also stand 
in contrast to recent work in ubiquitous or invisible computing, by creating systems that 
are not only literally ‘in your face’, but in your mind as well, helping to change 
problematic cognitions and behaviors.  
 

In our work we have developed a Relational Agent that plays the role of an 
exercise advisor, designed to be used by older adults in their homes on a daily basis over 
an extended period of time. One reason we selected this application domain is that the 
daily protocol—driven by the current government recommendations for daily physical 
activity—provides ample contact time to establish a social relationship with users over 
the duration of the study. In addition, older adults are in particular need of physical 
activity interventions: only 12% of adults over 75 get the minimum level of physical 
activity currently recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and 
65% report no leisure time physical activity (Healthy People 2010, 2001). 
 

In this article we begin by defining and describing Relational Agents, arguing that 
they are uniquely suited to long-term helping applications for older adults, and then 
present a review of related work. We then discuss the design details of our Relational 
Agent application, including both general principles of designing social interface agents 
for long-term use and issues specific to our application. We then describe our evaluation 
study and quantitative results, followed by an extended discussion of the ramifications of 
the study, supported by qualitative results from semi-structured interviews with study 
participants. We conclude with a discussion of ethical issues and promising future 
directions of research in this area. In an earlier conference paper we presented a synopsis 
of the acceptance and usability results from this study (Bickmore, 2005); in the current 
article we present all results from the study, in addition to a detailed design rationale and 
discussion of implications, ethical issues and future work. 

2. Relational Agents 
 
Relational Agents are computational artifacts designed to build and maintain 

long-term social-emotional relationships with users (Bickmore, 2003). These can be 
purely software humanoid animated agents--as developed in this work--but they can also 
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be non-humanoid or embodied in various physical forms including robots, wearables and 
hand-held computers. Central to the notion of relationship is that it is a persistent 
construct, spanning multiple interactions; thus, relational agents are explicitly designed to 
remember past history and manage future expectations in their interactions with users. 
Finally, relationships are fundamentally social and emotional, and detailed knowledge of 
human social psychology must be incorporated into these agents if they are to effectively 
build relationships with users in the most natural manner possible.  
 

This work uses a relational agent that is a specialized kind of ECA. In addition to 
the reasons cited in the Introduction, an ECA was selected because language is the 
primary modality used to build human relationships (Duck, 1995), face-to-face 
conversation is the primary site of human language use, and many of the relational 
strategies that humans use within conversation are nonverbal (Andersen & Guerrero, 
1998).  
 

Although some forms of relationship can be constructed without language (e.g., 
‘relationships’ with pets) language is crucial for the development and management of 
human relationships (Duck, 1994). Given this, our agent uses natural language and 
synchronized nonverbal conversational behavior to communicate with users. User input, 
however, is more problematic. While we would like to use unconstrained speech input, 
we find the state of the art in speech recognition (especially for older adults) and natural 
language understanding (especially for unconstrained social dialog) does not support this. 
Consequently, we offer users on-screen, multiple-choice inputs, dynamically updated 
during each turn of the conversation. While this can be very constraining for some users, 
properly constructed agent dialog and user response choices can still maintain the feel of 
social interaction, and was shown in the MIT FitTrack study (Section 3.4) to be sufficient 
for establishing social bonds between a relational agent and user over time. In addition, 
this form of user input, which relies on recognition rather than recall and synthesis, may 
be easier to use for many older adults who suffer from language production impairments 
(Ulatowski, Cannito, Hayashi, & Fleming, 1985).  
 

3. Related Work 
3.1. Dialog Systems for Health Communication with Older Adults 
 
A number of dialog systems have been developed for older adults, particularly in 

the area of health communication. 
 

The TLC-ACT system was an automated telephone system that used recorded 
speech output and touch-tone input to promote exercise adoption (Jarvis, Friedman, 
Heeren, & Cullinane, 1997). Weekly calls were made over a three month period to 41 
older adults (average age 66), while a “usual medical care” control group received printed 
information on the benefits of walking.  Subjects in the intervention group who walked 
15 minutes or less at baseline significantly increased the number of minutes walked at the 
end of the intervention compared to controls. In addition, subjects were very satisfied 
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with the system, giving it a score of 8.6 (range: 1 = “very dissatisfied” and 10 = “very 
satisfied”), and 74% of the intervention group rated their satisfaction as 10 of 10.   
 

The Medication Advisor is a spoken dialog system that uses an animated pill to 
communicate with older adults. It is designed to provide advice on prescription 
medications, particularly in situations of complex polypharmacy (Ferguson et al., 2002). 
While the project report acknowledges that polypharmacy is a significant problem for 
older adults, there is no evidence that the system was designed to accommodate the range 
of linguistic and cognitive impairments common in older adults, nor was it evaluated in 
any formal trials involving older adult users. 
 

A number of automated reminder systems have been developed for older adults 
with mild to moderate cognitive impairment. Perhaps the most sophisticated system 
developed in this area is Autominder, which incorporates sensing, planning and 
scheduling capabilities to adapt to the activities of the older adult user (Pollack et al., 
2003). Autominder also communicates to its users in natural language, and uses a custom 
text generation algorithm to generate reminders that are as effective and non-repetitive as 
possible. However, it does not engage users in an interactive dialog or have any social 
aspects to its planned communication. 

3.2. Embodied Conversational Agents for Older Adults 
 
ECAs have rarely been used as interfaces for older adults. Besides the animated 

pill used in the Medication Advisor, the only ECA system in this area that we are aware 
of is the GrandChair system (Figure 1)(Smith, 2000). In this system the agent had the 
appearance of a 6-year-old child, and was designed to elicit narratives from older adult 
users. The system used user posture and speech intonation to provide continuation 
prompts at appropriate intervals (“tell me more”). In a study involving 15 grandmothers 
(aged 55 to 65) the agent was found to elicit significantly more and longer stories than a 
text-prompt control condition. Fourteen of the 15 users enjoyed the experience, and all 
users automatically adopted a child-directed speaking style appropriate for a 6-year-old 
child. 
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Figure 1. GrandChair, An Early Conversational System for Older Adults 

 

3.3. Emotional Care-Taking Robots for Older Adults 
 
Several recent efforts in academia and industry have focused on creating robotic 

pets for older adults in order to achieve the same beneficial effects found in animal-
assisted therapy, namely to decrease stress, anxiety and loneliness and improve mood, e.g. 
(Banks & Banks, 2002). The “mental commit” robots take the form of cute stuffed 
animals such as a cat or a harp seal pup, and are designed to foster an attachment with 
users. One study compared the effects of these robots on older adults in a nursing home 
with the effects of an identical robot that had a much simpler behavioral repertoire, 
however no significant differences were found (Wada, Shibata, Saito, & Tanie, 2003). 
Although the robot was used in group sessions by the same individuals four days per 
week for three weeks, and has long-term memory and a reinforcement learning 
mechanism, it is not possible for it to model a relationship with any particular user given 
that it does not have the ability to discriminate between users. Another study compared 
the use of a Sony AIBO robotic dog with a stuffed toy dog and a “clothed” AIBO by a 
group of older adults with severe dementia. This study found that patients actually 
interacted more with the stuffed toy than either of the AIBOs, but the differences were 
not significant (Tamura et al., 2004).  

There is also an emerging commercial market for robotic dolls targeted at the 
older adult market, particularly in Japan. Bandai launched the Primopuel doll in 1999, 
which is designed to resemble a five-year-old boy who continually asks to be hugged and 
entertained. Dream Supply released the Snuggling Ifbot in 2004, intended to be a speech-
based conversational partner for the elderly. Tomy recently announced the release of the 
Yumel doll, which also converses with older adults using speech, and assists users in 
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maintaining healthy behaviors such as good sleep hygiene (AFP, 2005). None of these 
systems have been formally evaluated. 

3.4. MIT FitTrack 
 
The FitTrack system was developed to investigate the ability of Relational Agents 

to establish and maintain long-term, social-emotional relationships with users, and to 
determine if these relationships could be used to increase the efficacy of health 
communication and health behavior change programs delivered by the agent (Bickmore, 
Gruber, & Picard, to appear; Bickmore & Picard, to appear). The system was designed 
using a client-server architecture, with the client application running on users’ home 
computers. The client bundled an ECA, web browser, input screens, and speech 
synthesizer (see Figure 2), while the server maintained the relational database, web server 
(for forms, educational content, and self-monitoring graphs) and dialog engine. 

  

 
Figure 2. MIT FitTrack Client Interface, Used in an Earlier Study 

 
 
In FitTrack, interaction dialogs are scripted using a custom scripting language that 

compiles into Augmented Transition Networks (ATNs (Woods, 1986)) so that common 
sub-dialogs could be factored out and re-used across interactions. Each state in the 
network generally specifies: 1) an output utterance for the agent that can be tailored at 
runtime using template-filling (agent nonverbal behavior is automatically generated at 
system compile time using BEAT (Cassell, Vilhjálmsson, & Bickmore, 2001)); 2) a set of 
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allowable user utterances that will be presented to the user as a multiple choice selection 
menu ; and 3) next state specification and actions to perform for each user utterance. 
 

An evaluation of the physical activity advisor agent was conducted in a 
longitudinal, between-subjects design study, involving 101 MIT students and staff 
interacting with the agent daily for 30 days. The user-agent relationship was evaluated 
using the Working Alliance Inventory, which is a standardized measure used in 
psychotherapy to evaluate the quality of therapist-client working relationships (Horvath 
& Greenberg, 1989). 

 
The study had three treatments: RELATIONAL, NON-RELATIONAL, and a 

baseline CONTROL condition.  In each study arm, subjects received standard behavioral 
interventions, including goal setting and self-monitoring via progress charts showing 
their activity levels over time.  All subjects were also provided with daily web pages of 
educational content on the topic of walking for exercise.  All subjects in RELATIONAL 
and NON-RELATIONAL conditions had a daily "conversation" with the virtual exercise 
advisor named Laura about their progress, any obstacles they had to exercising, and the 
educational content. In the RELATIONAL group, the agent also used relational strategies 
in an attempt to build a working alliance relationship with subjects, whereas in the NON-
RELATIONAL condition the relational functionality had been removed. 

 
Subjects in the RELATIONAL condition had significantly higher Working 

Alliance scores (on the bond subscale of the measure) compared with subjects in the 
NON-RELATIONAL condition, both at one week into the intervention (t(58)=1.75, 
p<.05) and at the end of the 30 day intervention (t(57)=2.26, p<.05). Subjects in the 
RELATIONAL and NON-RELATIONAL groups combined increased their number of 
days per week over the 30 minutes per day of moderate-or-greater physical activity goal 
(during the intervention period) significantly more than subjects in the CONTROL 
condition, t(86)=1.98 p<.05. However, there were no significant differences between the 
RELATIONAL and NON-RELATIONAL groups with respect to gains in physical 
activity. 

4. Design of a Relational Agent for Older Adults 
 

In this section we first describe some general design principles for Relational 
Agents, and then discuss the specific system we implemented for older adult users.  

4.1. Principles of Relational Agent Design 
Relational Agents that will be used for extended periods of time require special 

design considerations compared to systems that are either only used for brief interactions 
or do not engage the user in social interaction. An overriding goal in designing these 
systems is to make them continually engaging to use so that people want to keep using 
them over and over again.  
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4.1.1. Model of User-Agent Relationship 
 
If the user-agent relationship is expected to change over the projected period of 

use, then a key element of the system is a model of this relationship, methods for 
updating it, and its use in planning dialog and other interaction behaviors. There are many 
kinds of relational models (see (Bickmore & Picard, to appear) for a summary), but 
perhaps the simplest is one that varies along a fixed trajectory based on number of 
interactions or total contact time with the user. For example, an agent might be designed 
so that initial interactions with it by a particular user will be relationally distant and 
professional, but gradually become more personal and social over time, as reflected by 
increasing turns of social dialog and increasing frequency of other kinds of relational 
behavior. This is the relational model used in the FitTrack system (for a more 
sophisticated example, see (Cassell & Bickmore, 2003)).  
 

4.1.2. Use of Relational Behavior 
 
There is a wide range of relational behavior an agent can use in attempts to 

manipulate or maintain its relationship with a user, and, conversely, that the agent could 
recognize in the user’s behavior to infer their relational stance. These include social 
dialog, empathy, meta-relational communication (talk about the relationship), humor, and 
self-disclosure (see (Bickmore & Picard, to appear) for an extended discussion). Empathy, 
in particular, is frequently mentioned in the helping literature as the most important factor 
in establishing a working alliance (Gelso & Hayes, 1998). Empathy may also be 
especially important in systems developed for older adults, since older adults are much 
more prone to relating painful information about their lives in social dialog than younger 
adults (Coupland, Coupland, & Giles, 1991). 

4.1.3. Persistent Memory 
 
A crucial element in a Relational Agent system is a memory of past interactions 

with a user. While this is theoretically not a necessary element of the relational model 
(relationships can be characterized categorically or via specific expectations about the 
future (Bickmore, 2003)), it is necessary for the proper use of many relational behaviors, 
such as talking about the past and future together (Planalp, 1993; Planalp & Benson, 
1992) and continuity behaviors (talk about the time spent apart (Gilbertson, Dindia, & 
Allen, 1998)). Several subjects in the MIT FitTrack study reported that they first noticed 
that there was something special about the agent when it remembered something about 
them from a past interaction.  
 

Persistent memory should ultimately be represented as an episodic store recording 
all details of all (or key) past interactions with the user.  At a minimum, however, it can 
be designed to record specific facts that can be referenced in future conversations. 
Examples in the physical activity domain include remembering the name of a user’s 
walking buddy or favorite walking location, as well as purely social (off-task) facts, such 
as the user’s favorite television program and whether they had any big plans for the 
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upcoming weekend or not. FitTrack uses a slightly more sophisticated version of 
persistent memory, in which it records facts indexed to specific conversations, so that the 
agent can tell, for example, whether the user has not been feeling well for the last four 
interactions.  
 

4.1.4. Variability in Agent Behavior 
 
People continuously vary their language in subtle ways in response to changes in 

context, mood, interaction history, and, of course, relationship with their listener. Imagine 
how strange it would be if every time you ran into an acquaintance they used exactly the 
same language in their conversation with you. Not only would this seem unnatural, but it 
would also send the message that their past history with you is unimportant. Thus, in 
order to establish a social bond with the user and to maintain their engagement over long 
periods of time, some variability in a Relational Agent’s verbal and nonverbal behavior is 
important. In the MIT FitTrack study many subjects felt that the agent was repetitive after 
the first week or two. This was not just an annoyance; several subjects said that it had a 
significant negative impact on their engagement with the system and on their motivation 
to exercise.  
 

Determining appropriate types and amounts of behavior variability to maintain 
engagement remains an important area of research. There are several approaches to 
providing variability, however, that are used in FitTrack and are relatively 
straightforward to implement. First, at each state in the dialog, multiple agent utterances 
are specified and randomly selected from at runtime, providing some variability in the 
agent’s verbal and nonverbal behavior for every possible utterance it might make. Second, 
the use of items from persistent memory to both condition logical branches in the dialog 
and to fill in utterance template slots provides variability over time. Overall dialog 
structure is also varied, as described in the next section.  

4.1.5. Dialog Structure 
 
Some variability in overall dialog structure is important as well. However, if the 

ATN-scripting approach to dialog is used, this can be an imposing task, especially if each 
interaction is scripted as a separate dialog and every dialog has a significant amount of 
branching. This was the approach taken in the MIT FitTrack system, and it clearly is not 
scalable. In the system for older adults, we use a fixed top-level dialog structure, but with 
“hooks” at each location at which dialog variants can be inserted (e.g., for social dialog). 
This is coupled with a database of dialog fragments that are indexed by interaction so that, 
rather than having to write entire top-level scripts for each interaction, only the elements 
that are different from the standard task-oriented interaction need to be authored.  
 

The dialog structure used in the system for older adults is shown in Figure 3. 
Social dialog fragments can be inserted between any of the steps in the above structure, 
based on the number of interactions the agent has had with the user. In addition, many of 
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these fragments are written so that they could be re-used, such as talking to users about 
the weather, their weekend plans, or whether they were enjoying their exercise or not.  

 
 

1. Greeting 
2. Ask about user’s physical & emotional state (“how are you?”) 
3. Talk about events that have occurred in user’s life since previous contact. 
4. Ask about user’s pedometer readings (includes showing self-monitoring 

graph of steps walked vs. agent-suggested goals over time) 
5. Review user’s exercise progress with respect to long-term goals and short-

term commitments (includes positive reinforcement and problem solving) 
6. Negotiate next walking commitment  (includes tips and affirmations) 
7. Ask about when user will contact the agent again 
8. Farewell 
9. Introduce educational content page for the day 

 
Figure 3. Top-Level Dialog Structure for New FitTrack System 

 

4.2. FitTrack for Older Adults 
 

FitTrack was adapted for a population of older adult users (aged 65 and over) with 
little or no previous computer experience. The system was designed to be easy to use, 
with a very consistent and intuitive user interface. To achieve these objectives desktop 
computers were chosen, but instead of using a keyboard and mouse, large (17”) color 
touch screen monitors were used. The ECA display area was enlarged to fill most of the 
screen in order to accommodate visual impairments, and the scrolling list of user input 
options at the bottom of the screen was replaced with a list of large buttons with enlarged 
text along the right edge of the screen (see Figure 4). The self-monitoring graph and 
educational content was displayed by temporarily replacing the ECA, in order to maintain 
large font sizes throughout (Figure 5, left and center, respectively). Subjects were 
required to enter a daily pedometer reading. For this, a numeric keypad entry screen was 
used so that it appeared in the same area as all other user inputs (Figure 5, right). 
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Figure 4. Interface for New FitTrack System, Showing Conversational Agent 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Additional Interface Displays for New FitTrack System 

(left) self-monitoring chart; (middle) educational page; (right) pedometer entry 
 

 
The FitTrack architecture was redesigned to run stand-alone on one computer to 

eliminate the need for Internet access, with a local database maintaining the persistent 
memory and logs of all user interface actions for evaluation and troubleshooting. 
Participants were provided with a dedicated-use PC and table for use during the study 
period. The system was configured so that participants simply pushed the PC power 
button to automatically run the relational agent interface, conduct the 5-10 minute daily 
interaction, and automatically shut down the system once completed.  In order to prevent 
loss of data due to system crashes or theft, a concern given the implementation 
neighborhoods, the system was designed to walk the user through a weekly floppy disk 
backup procedure. 
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Most of the dialog content from the original MIT FitTrack system was re-

authored for an older adult population. The conversational scripts used by the agent were 
designed to be used daily over a two-month period of time, following the structure 
outlined in Section 4.1.5. The daily conversation involved having participants enter the 
number of steps they had walked on the previous day, showing them a self-monitoring 
graph of their progress, providing positive feedback when warranted, discussing obstacles 
to exercise, and negotiating a walking goal for the following day which was “shaped” to 
gradually allow them to work from their baseline level up to their two month goal. Since 
there was very wide variability expected in the amount of walking our participants would 
be performing given the heterogeneity of physical function among older adults, we set 
different two-months goals for participants based on their first week’s baseline data. The 
goal was: 5,000 steps/day if their baseline was below 5,000 steps/day; 10,000 steps/day if 
their baseline was 5,000-10,000 steps/day, otherwise it was set to maintain their baseline 
level. In addition, the agent used the relational behaviors used in the MIT FitTrack 
system, including social dialogue, empathy exchanges, meta-relational communication, 
and nonverbal immediacy behavior, adapted for the new subject population. For example, 
social dialog about MIT and Cambridge was replaced with dialog about television shows 
and Boston neighborhoods. Figure 6. shows part of a transcript from one of 211 
interactions conducted with subjects during the study. 
 

The 60 pages of educational content were assembled from publicly available web 
pages on exercise topics, particularly walking for older adults, from the American 
Council on Exercise (ACE, 2004), the National Institutes of Health, and the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention.  

 

4.3. Pre-test Study  
 
Prior to the intervention study, the interface was pre-tested with five participants 

in the Geriatric Ambulatory Practice (GAP) clinic at Boston Medical Center, the primary 
safety net hospital in the Boston area. All participants found the system easy to use with 
the exception of the floppy-disk backup procedure. Two participants accidentally re-
booted the PC while attempting to eject the disk.  
 

Four of the five reacted positively to the agent and indicated that they would be 
interested in having the agent in their homes to talk to them daily about exercise. We also 
gave participants 11 designs for ECA characters developed by an animator for the project, 
intended to more closely match the subject population in age, race and body build. 
Subjects were asked to pick the character they would feel most comfortable working with. 
Figure 7 shows the top-rated choices.  
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1. A: Hello, Bertha. Great to see you. 
2. U: Hi Laura. 
3. A: How are you feeling today? 
4. U: I'm not feeling so great. 
5. A: I am sorry to hear that. 
6. A: Tell me more about how you are feeling. 
7. U: I'm tired. 
8. A: How tired are you feeling? 
9. U: I'm pretty beat. 
10. A: Good grief, I hope you’re not getting sick. Can you get some rest soon?  
11. U: I think so. 
12. A: That is great. I hope you come back feeling refreshed.  
13. U: Me too! 
14. A: So, are you from the East Coast originally?  
15. U: No, I'm from another country. 
16. A: Wow. 
17. U: And you? Where are you from? 
18. A: I was created right here in Boston. 
19. U: Really? 
20. A: How do you like living in Boston? 
21. U: It's great. 
22. A: Really? 
23. U: Yeah. 
24. A: So, is there anything I can do to help make this a more productive working 

relationship? 
25. U: Nope, everything is OK. 
26. A: That's wonderful. 
27. U: Yeah. 
28. A: So, let us talk about your pedometer readings. 
29. A: Do you think you might do any more walking today? 
30. U: No, I'm all done walking for today. 
31. A: Do you have a good pedometer reading? 
32. U: Yes, I have a good pedometer reading for today. 
33. A: How many steps did you walk for today? 
34. U: 10,525 
35. A: Here is your progress chart. (progress chart is displayed) 
36. A: So, let us talk about how you did since the last time we got together. 
37. A: Your long term goal is to walk 10,000 steps a day.  
38. A: The last time we talked you said you would walk 10,000 steps. 
39. A: According to your pedometer you walked 10,525 steps. 
40. A: Looks like mission accomplished on the exercise. 
41. A: We're doing some great work together. 
…  

Figure 6. Partial Transcript of Sample Conversation Between Subject and Agent 
 (A=Agent ; U=User) 
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Figure 7. Top-Rated Animated Conversational Agent Choices by Geriatric Patients 
 

 
Based on these results we eliminated the floppy-disk backup procedure from the 

protocol (no loss of data actually occurred during the intervention study). Unfortunately, 
given budget and scheduling constraints, the “Laura” character used in the MIT study 
was re-used rather than using the selected character, although we plan to use these 
characters in future studies. This turned out to not be a problem, since there were no 
complaints about Laura’s appearance from intervention study participants. In fact, the 
Laura character had been intentionally designed to be racially ambiguous, and one 
subject in the study commented that they liked the fact that Laura was a “person of color”.  

5. Evaluation of FitTrack for Older Adults 
 
To evaluate the acceptance and efficacy of the exercise advisor agent by older 

adults we conducted a randomized trial comparing participants who interacted with the 
agent daily in their homes for two months (RELATIONAL) with a standard of care 
control group (CONTROL). The CONTROL group used a physical activity intervention 
that had already been designed and planned for use in the GAP clinic, and involved 
giving subjects pedometers and printed materials on the benefits of walking for exercise. 
 

The primary hypotheses evaluated in the study were: 
 

H1. Subjects in the RELATIONAL group would enjoy using the Relational Agent 
on a regular basis.  
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H2. Subjects in the RELATIONAL group would perform more physical activity 
than subjects in the CONTROL group. 
 

We were also interested in whether the use of a relational agent by older adults 
would lead to increases in well-being and, more specifically, decreases in loneliness. This 
was motivated by the general association found between social support and well-being in 
the elderly, and since the use of animal-assisted therapy has been shown to reduce 
loneliness in older adults (Banks & Banks, 2002).  
 

H3. Subjects in the RELATIONAL group would have significant increases in 
well-being and decreases in loneliness compared to subjects in the CONTROL group. 
 

The study took place in Boston neighborhoods between July and December, 2003, 
and was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Boston Medical Center. 

5.1. Procedure 
 
Subjects were referred by GAP physicians and nurses if they met the study 

eligibility requirements—(1) no significant cognitive impairments, (2) English speaking 
ability, and (3) ability to begin a new exercise program—and if they expressed an interest 
in participating in the study. Following GAP referral, subjects were contacted by 
telephone to complete screening and to schedule an initial meeting with an experimenter 
in their home. During this meeting, consent was obtained, demographic, literacy, health, 
well-being and loneliness questionnaires were completed, and pedometer use was 
demonstrated. Subjects were instructed to keep track of their daily steps on a paper log 
sheet. Subjects in the RELATIONAL group then had the computer installed in their home, 
after which they participated in a brief training session in which they conducted an initial 
interaction with the agent under the direction of the experimenter. They were asked to use 
the system daily, but informed that they could miss a day or two during the two month 
study period. Subjects in the CONTROL group were left with the printed materials on 
exercise from the GAP. 
 

At the end of two months, an experimenter conducted a follow up meeting with 
subjects at which well-being and loneliness questionnaires were completed again and the 
paper log sheets of steps walked were collected by the experimenter. For subjects in the 
RELATIONAL group, a questionnaire evaluating various aspects of the intervention was 
also completed as well as a 15-30 minute, tape recorded, semi-structured interview with 
the experimenter, after which the experimenter dismantled and removed the computer 
system.  

5.2. Subjects 
 
Twenty-one participants were recruited into the study based on referrals from the 

GAP clinic: 10 in the RELATIONAL group and 11 in the CONTROL group (see Table 
1). Participants ranged in age from 63 to 85 (mean 74.0), were 86% female, and 76% 
African American. Seventeen (77%) were overweight or obese (based on body mass 
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index from reported height and weight), and nineteen (86%) were scored as having low 
reading literacy (Lobach, Hasselblad, & Wildemuth, 2003). Eight (38%) reported never 
having used a computer before and another six (29%) reported having  used one “a few 
times”.   

There were no significant differences between the groups with respect to age, 
body mass index or overall health. Overall health scores from the SF-12 were near the 
national averages based on age (Ware, Kosinski, & Keller, 1996). Participants were 
compensated for their time. 
 
 
  CONTROL RELAT’L         ALL  
Number of Subjects  11 10 21
Withdrawals from Study  2 2 4
Age  74.2 73.8 74.0
Gender Male 27% 0% 14%
 Female 63% 100% 86%
Lives alone  27% 30% 29%
Body Mass Index (BMI)a  30.4 27.9 29.2
Overall Health (SF-12)b Physical (PCS-12) 41.6 45.8 43.4
 Mental (MCS-12) 56.6 50.7 54.1
Ethnicity African American 64% 90% 76%
 Caucasian 27% 10% 19%
 Other 9% 0% 5%
Computer Experience Never Used 27% 50% 38%
 Used A Few Times 27% 30% 29%
 Use Regularly 45% 10% 29%
 Expert User 0% 10% 5%
Literacy scorec  65.4 61.6 63.6

 
Table 1. Subject Demographics 

 

5.3. Measures 
 
Interaction History was recorded in log files on the subjects’ computers that kept 

track of all actions RELATIONAL participants took with their system. 
 

                                                 
a BMI of 25-29.9 is ‘overweight’, 30 or more is ‘obese’ (Health, 1998) 
 
b SF-12 means for US citizens: age 65-74, PCS-12 = 46.36, MCS-12 =  55.31, 
for age 75 or greater, PCS-12=38.68, MCS-12=53.53 (Ware et al., 1996) 
 
c Literacy score below 75 is ‘low literacy’ (Lobach et al., 2003) 
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Steps Walked was measured by a pedometer. Participants were instructed to write 
their steps down each day on a log sheet, and subjects in the RELATIONAL group were 
also prompted to enter these into the computer during conversations with the agent. 

 
Satisfaction with, Repetitiveness, Friendliness, Informativeness, Interestingness, 

Liking of, and Trust in the agent (for subjects in the RELATIONAL group) were 
measured by single items on seven-point semantic differential scales at the end of the 
intervention, as were Ease of Use of the system, Desire to Continue using the system, and 
Relationship to the agent. 
 

Well-being was measured using the Satisfaction with Life Scale (Diener, Emmons, 
Larsen, & Griffin, 1985) and the UCLA Loneliness scale (Russell, Peplau, & Curtrona, 
1980), administered to all subjects at the start and end of the intervention. 
 

Overall health was measured using the 12 Item Short Form Health Survey (SF-
12), with subscales for physical health (PCS-12) and mental health (MCS-12) (Ware et 
al., 1996). 
 

In addition, semi-structured interviews were held with each participant during the 
follow-up meeting at the end of the intervention.  

 

5.3. Results 
 

5.3.1. Usage 
 
Two participants in the RELATIONAL group and two in the CONTROL group 

withdrew from the study before the end of the two month intervention, all reportedly due 
to health problems with themselves or a family member. In addition, one participant was 
found to have not turned the system on once following the intake meeting, even though 
she claimed to have used it. Following an intent-to-treat protocol, data from all subjects 
are included in the quantitative results. 
 

For subjects in the RELATIONAL group, actual use during the 60-day 
intervention ranged from 0 to 54 interactions, with 90% of subjects averaging at least one 
contact per week, 40% averaging at least 2 contacts per week and 30% averaging at least 
3 contacts per week. A typical usage pattern was daily during the first week, tapering off 
to once or twice a week by the end of the study period. When asked if they looked 
forward to the interactions with the agent, subjects gave a range of responses, with most 
(75% of those who commented) responding positively: 

“Yes, I... yes. Because those two nights I forgot--I think, maybe I had been out 

late or whatever--but I was really surprised, I was like ‘Oh I forgot Laura.’ Then 
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I'd turn the light on and talk to her. But it was something I looked forward to, I'd 

say it was my little night cap.” 

“I enjoyed coming in and turning it on, and talking with her.”  

“I can't say that I looked forward to it. If I did I would have called in every day.” 

RELATIONAL participants also indicated that they would like to continue using 
the system, giving this an average rating of 6.4 (range: 1=”not at all” to 7=”very much”).   
 

5.3.2. Usability 
 
All subjects found the system easy to use, with an average rating of 1.9 on a 1 

(“easy”) to 7 (“difficult”) scale. Except for some problems entering pedometer steps 
(described below) and a few other minor problems, none of the subjects reported having 
any significant difficulty using the system. 
 

A number of participants did have problems using the touch screen keypad to 
enter their pedometer steps. Compared to their written records they made errors in data 
entry 49% of the time, often by dropping or duplicating a digit, causing an order-of-
magnitude error. This was a major problem if it occurred during the first week when the 
system was collecting baseline data, as it caused the agent to set an unrealistically high 
goal for two participants. Two participants also reported problems with touch screen 
alignment that made selection difficult. 
  

Participants felt that the simulated conversation worked reasonably well. When 
asked if they felt that they and the agent understood each other, participants rated this at 
5.4 (with 1=”not at all” and 7=”very much”). Only one instance of a problem talking to 
Laura was reported: the participant thought the agent asked her “are you tired?” when she 
was really asking “are you retired?” causing the agent to ask her a series of inappropriate 
follow-up questions.  Several participants mentioned that they could not express 
themselves completely using the constrained, multiple-choice interaction: 

“When she ask me questions ... I can't ask her back the way I want”. 

“I felt that she was programmed to answer. She was programmed to listen to the 
questions that you put on the screen. She would ask a question and I would have a 
choice, one, two, three, four. But I could never explain. Or she could never follow 
up, or follow through with another question.” 

 
When asked, participants universally said they would have preferred speaking to 

Laura, rather than using a touch screen. However, they preferred the touch screen over 
typing, even though it meant having a much more restrictive conversation: 

“The only difference is that even if you wanted to say more it was, you know, you 
could just touch, you couldn't type, to say something. That was the difference. But, 
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I believe that I would have handled this better. I'm rarely typing in my words. 
Because I'm not too familiar with computers.” 

 
Several participants mentioned that they enjoyed the social dialog with Laura and 

would have liked the opportunity to chat more with her: 
“She says ‘Good Morning Camille’ [laughs].  Yeah, it's nice. I liked that. You 
know a lot of more people would like that because they're lonely.” 

“I told you I like to talk, so that was, you know, good chit-chat'n. I found it very 
good, you know, chit-chat'n with her.” 

“I wanted to have more conversation with her.” 

 
Participants also mentioned that they would have liked to talk more about their 

health problems with Laura, especially as they related to their ability to do more walking: 
“There was a couple of times when I wasn't feeling good I didn't go walking, you 
know. And I felt that. So, I would have loved to say to her, ‘well Laura I think…’ 
and she say to me ‘I hope you feel better.’ I think that came up. I said ‘I'm getting 
the flu,’ and I wanted to say to her ‘I wasn't feeling well’ so I won't go walking.” 

“I don't think she understood about my condition. No, not me. But, probably 
someone else. Because she kept saying you have to do 10,000 steps ... no way 
could I do that.” 

5.3.3. Physical Activity 
 
Comparisons between the RELATIONAL and CONTROL groups on daily 

recorded pedometer steps were based on generalized estimating equations (GEE) 
regression models for longitudinal data.  GEE regression accounts for the repeated-
measures nature of the data by modeling the correlation between repeated observations 
from the same subject, and adjusting both parameter estimates and standard errors for this 
correlation.  GEE regression has several advantages over traditional repeated-measures 
ANOVA, in that it allows unequally-spaced observations over time and allows inclusion 
of subjects who are missing data from some follow-up points.  This approach also allows 
the flexibility of regression modeling in describing trends over time and controlling for 
other covariates. 
  

We modeled a linear increase in steps over the study period, and allowed a 
differential increase in steps in the RELATIONAL vs. CONTROL group by including an 
interaction term between time and study group in the model.  The estimated slope 
(increase per week in mean steps walked) for the CONTROL group was 83.9, while the 
slope for the RELATIONAL group was estimated at 411.1 (see Figure 8).  The difference 
in slopes was significant (p=0.004).  There was no significant increase in steps over the 
study period in the CONTROL group (p=.295 for the test of 0 slope), while the increase 
in steps over time in the RELATIONAL group was significant (p=0.001).   
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Figure 8. Study Results: Subjects Who Used Relational Agent Walked More 

 
 

5.3.4. Well-being and Loneliness 
 
There were no significant changes in the Satisfaction With Life Scale scores for 

either the RELATIONAL (paired t(9)=.34, p=.75) or CONTROL (paired t(7)= 0.80, 
p=.45) groups during the intervention, nor were there significant differences between  the 
two groups on this measure either before (t(18)=.557,p=.58) or after the intervention 
(t(17)=.316, p=.76). 
 

The CONTROL group did see a significant decrease in loneliness over the 
intervention period (paired t(7)=2.74, p<.05), but this was not reflected in the 
RELATIONAL group (paired t(9)=.50, p=.63).  There were no significant differences 
between the two groups on this measure either before (t(18)=.658,p=.52) or after the 
intervention (t(17)=1.635,p=.12). 
 

5.3.5. Ratings and Perceptions of Relational Agent 
 
Reviews of the Relational Agent were mostly positive, as shown in Table 2: 
“She's nice. She's really good. Really good. She asks you the right questions. She 
tells if you if you're not doing up to par, you know, and all that. And if you're 
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doing good, she'll tell you. If you're not she'll tell you. And it's honest. And it 
works. It really does. I like it. I like talking to her.” 

“She was nice and friendly, and honest, with the stuff she say.” 

“She's nice. She's really good. Really good.” 

“I enjoyed her, I enjoyed Laura, and I'm quite sure somebody else would.” 

 
 

Measure Min (1) Max (7) Mean 
Satisfaction with Not at all Very 5.4 
Liking of Not at all Very much 6.3 
Trust in Not at all Very much 6.4 
Relationship with Stranger Close friend 6.8 
Friendly Not at all Very 6.7 
Informative Not at all Very 6.5 
Repetitive Not at all Very 4.8 
Interesting Boring Interesting 6.4 

 
Table 2. Ratings of Relational Agent 

 
 

Eight of the ten subjects in RELATIONAL anthropomorphized the agent to some 
degree, putting Laura in a category somewhere between a computer and a person: 

“You'd be talking to her and sometimes you forget and think she's a real person.” 

“I would ask her of course and then I'd say ‘oh this is not a person’ [laughs]. 
THIS IS NOT A PERSON [laughing]. You know after you talk to her for so long 
you get to thinking of Laura as a person.” 

“Well, just turning on the computer every night, and realizing that this is not a 
human being, though I am carrying on an intelligent conversation with this, with 
Laura. And, like I said after maybe the third or fourth night, that thought wasn't 
even in my mind anymore. I was not talking to a computer. I realized it was not a 
human being but it was not a computer.” 

“A telephone is a machine. But, I would not say that Laura is a machine.” 

“I don't feel that it gets the true feeling, the true experience of a person. Like a 
real live person. … It was an animation. You know those questions [on the follow-
up questionnaire] were inappropriate.” 

 
Two subjects compared talking to Laura to talking to a character on TV, or having 

people on TV tell them what to do: 
“It was like talking to the TV. I talk to the TV, too. [laughs]” 
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There were many comments about the agent-subject relationship and relational 
dynamics. The general relational trajectory seemed to be that the relationship and 
interaction seemed strange at first, became more familiar over time, with liking and 
trusting of and even caring for the agent common by the end of the two months. Several 
participants said they also felt that Laura liked and cared about them: 

“Um, she took getting used to. But, um, by maybe the third or the fourth night she 
appeared to be familiar, you know…” 

“By the way that she sound, she sound like she like me.” 

“I remember one weekend I went to Wareham... You know, I began to feel bad 
about Laura, stuck in that box.” 

“It was funny when it stopped. [strangeness felt after the last interaction]” 

 
Rather than serve to further isolate older adult subjects, two subjects mentioned 

that Laura actually provided a form of social network support for them. One said that 
talking to Laura became a regular activity that she did with her granddaughter watching, 
while another mentioned that her friends would often remind her to talk to Laura: 

“I brought my friends up here a couple of times to listen to her. My girlfriend she 
came upstairs with me and I show it. She say ‘what's that?’ and I say ‘let me show 
you.’ So I talk to her. So every time she talk to me she say ‘Did you talk to Laura 
last night?.’” 

6. Discussion  
 
Overall, the study was successful in demonstrating the acceptance and usability of 

a Relational Agent by older adults—even though most of the subjects in the 
RELATIONAL group had little or no computer experience—and in demonstrating the 
efficacy of this agent in motivating them to walk more. We conclude that our first two 
hypotheses regarding enjoyment of the system and health behavior change efficacy were 
confirmed. 

Satisfaction with the overall intervention was very high, with most participants 
acknowledging that it was for their benefit: 

“I appreciated having that kind of a reminder, because I don't have anybody who 
will tell me what to do, to remind me, you know, to get up, get out and get some 
fresh air.” 

 
Participants in our study had very few problems using the PC based system or 

talking to the agent: 
“That is so easy. That is so good. Regular computers I don't do. But, that was so 
easy, even a baby could do that.” 

The only notable exception was the part of the interaction that was non-conversational: 
pedometer step entry. 

Both survey results and interview responses indicated that most participants in the 
RELATIONAL group felt that they had established some kind of social bond with the 
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system over the duration of the intervention and that this bond, at a minimum, served as a 
motivator for them to continue interacting with the agent. 
 

Our third hypothesis, regarding the impact of the Relational Agent on well-being 
and loneliness, was not confirmed. This may be due to the short intervention interval, the 
small number of subjects, and especially the even smaller number of subjects who lived 
alone: most subjects either lived with their spouse or in a multi-generational household. 
The significant decrease in loneliness in the CONTROL group is a little harder to explain, 
but may be due to the small (but not significant) increase in physical activity experienced 
in this group and the accompanying increase in social contact that is common with 
walking for exercise. Why this effect was not seen in the RELATIONAL group is an 
open question. 

7. Future Work 
 
There are a number of important and interesting directions for future research on 

Relational Agents for older adults. First is that more sophisticated models of dialogue 
planning should be developed, so that users can engage in richer conversations and can 
more freely express themselves. Doing this while maintaining the ease of use of the 
multiple-choice selection input modality will be a very challenging undertaking. 
Replacing the touch screen with automated speech recognition would have been 
welcomed by all participants in this study, but commercial systems would need to be 
thoroughly evaluated to ensure that they could provide high enough reliability given the 
variability and differences in voice quality in older adults compared to the voice models 
they were developed for. 

Many participants indicated that interactions with Laura became somewhat 
repetitive over the course of the two months, and the solution to this problem remains an 
interesting area of research. In addition to the techniques described in Section 4.1.4, other 
possible solutions include: providing a wider range of dialog scripts; more variability in 
agent utterances for any given dialog state; and the incorporation of external data that is 
dynamically updated (e.g., weather reports). One subject suggested that just having Laura 
change her clothing occasionally would have helped break the monotony. Ultimately, 
what is needed is the use of dialog planning and text generation techniques to 
dynamically synthesize the agent’s behavior and dialog so that it can be subtly varied 
every interaction, for example, based on simulated agent mood or the user’s affective 
state. 

The general relationship between user-agent social bond, system usage and 
behavioral outcomes needs to be more thoroughly explored. Certainly social bond and 
engagement influences usage and there is some dose-response association between usage 
and outcomes, but the details need to be teased out in a much larger study. 

Future systems like FitTrack that rely on sensor readings (such as pedometer step 
counts) should be designed to automate the transfer of data from the sensing devices to 
the computer to eliminate user data entry errors. 
 

There are also some issues involved with just installing computers in the homes of 
older adults, especially those with minimal computer expertise. First, many older adults 
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live in very small homes filled with possessions accumulated over a lifetime. Just finding 
an appropriate space for a desktop computer system can be very challenging. Two 
subjects had to put the computer on part of their dining room table. Second, multi-
generational households with small children can be problematic when installing fragile 
electronic equipment such as a home computer. One woman dealt with this by including 
her granddaughter in all of her conversations with Laura. Finally, one participant was 
concerned that the computer, which was installed as a stand-alone system, was somehow 
collecting information about her and broadcasting it back to the hospital.  

8. Ethical Issues 
 
There are several ethical issues that are commonly raised regarding the use of 

anthropomorphic agents in general and the use of these agents for health behavior change 
in particular. These issues are particularly salient given that our study population is often 
considered to be in need of special protection.  

One of the most common criticisms of this type of research is that users are 
deceived into thinking they are interacting with a person, and this deceit is unnecessary 
since the same positive outcomes could be achieved with a non-anthropomorphic 
interface. Let us address the two parts of this criticism separately. First, in our study, 
users clearly did not believe they were talking to a person when interacting with Laura. 
The experimenters never suggested this—Laura was introduced as a “cartoon 
character”—and Laura also periodically reminded subjects that she was “just a computer 
character with limited capabilities.” Subjects—with the exception of a few moments of 
forgetting—classified her somewhere between a machine and a person (see Section 5.3.5). 
The contention that the same effects could be achieved with a conventional (non-
relational) interface has a significant amount of evidence against it, at least for helping 
applications such as the one presented here, given the many studies that have shown the 
importance of working alliance, empathy and patient-centered communication for 
maximizing outcomes in long-term helping situations. These behaviors require some 
elements of an anthropomorphic interface to implement, including at least language and 
at most some form of body for nonverbal behavior.  As with any interface comparison, 
however, this is ultimately an empirical question requiring a formal study to contrast the 
two specific interfaces—anthropomorphic and conventional—in question. 

Other criticisms of agent-based interfaces have been made by Lanier and 
Shneiderman. Lanier is concerned that autonomous agents “dumb us down” by restricting 
our range of expressivity and action (Lanier, 1995). There is some truth to this concern 
given our current interface modality that restricts users to multiple-choice selection of 
pre-written conversational utterances. However, one of our research goals is to find ways 
to allow the user greater expressivity while not raising expectations about the system’s 
functionality. It is our feeling that presenting users with an unconstrained speech or free 
text input capability when the system can only respond in a small number of ways in a 
given context is itself deceitful. Shneiderman’s criticisms are that anthropomorphic 
interfaces undermine predictability and consistency (leading to increased user anxiety), 
and that they have been a commercial failure (Schneiderman, 1995, 1997). Regarding 
Shneiderman’s concerns, we feel that an embodied conversational interface can actually 
enhance users’ perceptions of predictability and consistency by providing a single 
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interface modality across a wide range of functions, and which leverages their pre-
existing knowledge and skills (i.e., of how to conduct face-to-face conversation) as much 
as possible.  If anything, our users wanted more variability and novelty in the interface, 
not less. Perhaps the reason that anthropomorphic interfaces have not been a commercial 
success is that they have been repeatedly used in applications in which efficiency and 
accuracy are the most important outcomes (e.g., as in banking machines). In one of 
Shneiderman’s critiques of anthropomorphic interfaces, he states that they are “cute the 
first time, silly the second time, and an annoying distraction the third time” 
(Schneiderman, 1995). Interestingly, we have found exactly the opposite to be true in our 
studies for most users, even though contact with the agent did tend to taper off over time. 

We would also argue that helping and psychotherapeutic applications such as the 
one presented here require the use of natural language in order to understand as much as 
possible about users’ cognitions, feelings and behavior and to deliver appropriately 
tailored interventions, and that as soon as an interface uses natural language in any form 
(including text) it is, in effect, an anthropomorphic interface subject to all of the 
criticisms described above. One cannot present an utterance to a user (even brief text 
messages) without them making judgments about the personality, interpersonal attitude, 
relational stance and emotional state of the agent delivering the message (see Reeves & 
Nass for several examples (Reeves & Nass, 1996)). Thus it is impossible to build a non-
trivial system for this kind of application that is not anthropomorphic.  

The ethics of deploying technology to change user behavior (‘programming the 
user’) is another area of concern. We argue that the issues here are no different than those 
faced by a human helper who is interested in changing a client’s health behavior 
(O'Connell & Price, 1983). The system can be said to be respecting the user’s autonomy 
as long as: 1) the user is free to decide whether to use the system or not; 2) the user is free 
to decide whether to follow the system’s recommendations or not; 3) the role of the 
system is primarily to provide information to enable the user to make informed choices; 
and 4) appropriate amounts of persuasion are used by the system only in cases in which 
the user is clearly making an unhealthy decision. Regarding this last point, while it is true 
that human helpers may be more understanding and adaptive than an agent (for now at 
least), the agent follows rules that are open to inspection and validation, and follows them 
in a consistent and unbiased manner, something that cannot always be said of human 
helpers. 

Finally, we think that the results speak for themselves. Not only did we 
demonstrate significantly more walking behavior in the relational agent group, but we 
also found that all subjects enjoyed the overall experience and most enjoyed interacting 
with Laura on an ongoing basis. As the most vocal critic of Laura put it: 

“It was the best thing that happened to me, to have something that pushed me out 
and get me walking.” 

Certainly from a utilitarian ethical framework at least, this kind of intervention is 
well justified. 
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9. Conclusion 
 
In this article, we have examined the use of a new kind of computer interface—

Relational Agents—for older adult users, specifically in the context of a health education 
and behavior change application. Based on this experience, we believe that the caring, 
social, anthropomorphic interface enabled the system to be readily accepted, usable with 
minimal training, and efficacious in achieving a desired behavioral outcome with this 
user population.  

Relational agents may prove to be an especially effective modality for delivering 
health communication to older adults with low functional health, reading, or computer 
literacy, problems that are especially acute in underserved populations. In a 1995 study of 
2,659 predominately indigent and minority patients at two urban public hospitals it was 
found that 86% of the English speaking elderly had inadequate or marginal functional 
health literacy, defined as the ability to read and follow basic medical instructions 
(Williams et al., 1995). A Relational Agent that uses the universally-understood and non-
threatening format of face-to-face conversation, relying minimally on text comprehension 
and using multimodal cues to maximize comprehension, may be an ideal platform to 
provide an effective automated health educator with unbounded patience and empathy for 
these patients.  

Relational Agent systems such as the one presented here may also be effective in 
nursing home settings for engaging residents in social conversation and motivating them 
to engage in social activities, in addition to motivating them to obtain physical activity. 
Studies have shown that these residents typically spend over half of their time alone 
doing nothing, leading to loneliness, low self-esteem, depression and, consequently, an 
overall low quality of life. In addition, because residents spend such a large portion of 
their day sitting or laying down, they are at great risk for muscle atrophy and skin 
breakdown (Ice, 2002). 

While social and relational interaction is certainly not appropriate for all kinds of 
computer interfaces, we feel that health communication with older adults is one area in 
which these interface features are not only efficacious but are sincerely appreciated by 
users. 
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